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ABSTRACT 
To investigate the processes underlying audiovisual speech perception, the McGurk illusion was exam-
ined across a range of phonetic contexts. Two major changes were found. First, the frequency of illusory 
/g/ fusion percepts increased relative to the frequency of illusory /d/ fusion percepts as vowel context was 
shifted from /i/ to /a/ to lui. This trend could not be explained by biases present in perception of the unimo-
dal visual stimuli. However, the change found in the McGurk fusion effect across vowel environments did 
correspond systematically with changes in second formant frequency patterns across contexts. Second, the 
order of consonants in illusory combination percepts was found to depend on syllable type. This may be 
due to differences occurring across syllable contexts in the timecourses of inputs from the two modalities 
as delaying the auditory track of a vowel-consonant stimulus resulted in a change in the order of conso-
nants perceived. Taken together, these results suggest that the speech perception system either fuses audio-
visual inputs into a visually compatible percept with a similar second formant pattern to that of the acoustic 
stimulus or interleaves the information from different modalities, at a phonemic or subphonemic level, 
based on their relative arrival times. 
INTRODUCTION 
Many studies have shown that vision can exert a strong influence on speech perception. For example, 
Sumby and Pollack (1954) reported that the intelligibility of speech in noise was higher when listeners 
viewed the speaker (see also Erber, 1969), and Dodd (1977) found that this benefit persisted despite intro-
duction of a 400 ms auditory delay. Even in the absence of noise, Reisberg, McLean, and Goldfield (1987) 
found that auditory speech perception could be facilitated by having subjects watch videos of the speaker. 
One of the most striking examples of the important role vision plays in speech perception is the 
McGurk effect, first reported by McGurk and MacDonald (1976). This effect occurs when viewing the 
utterance of one consonant while listening to a different consonant. The resulting auditory percept is then 
affected by the visual input. For example, when watching a video of someone uttering a /ba/ and listening 
to the syllable /gal, people will often report hearing /bga/. This type of combination percept tends to occur 
when subjects are viewing a labial utterance and listening to a velar or alveolar utterance. When the modal-
ities are reversed, a qualitatively different effect occurs, referred to as a fusion. For example, when watch-
ing a video of someone speaking /gal and listening to a dubbed recording of /ba/, subjects often report an 
auditory percept of ida/ or I oaf. In either case, the magnitude of the McGurk effect is the frequency with 
which subjects fail to correctly identify the acoustic stimulus (that is, the frequency with which any sort of 
illusory auditory percept is reported). 
The McGurk effect has been studied under many different conditions. Some changes in the effect 
resulting from a degraded or enhanced acoustic signal are documented in Green and Norrix (1997). These 
include, for example, an increase in the magnitude of the McGurk effect when the formant patterns are 
low-pass filtered. Other researchers have manipulated characteristics of the visual signal to determine how 
they affect perception. MacDonald, Andersen, and Bachmann (2000) found that the effect decreased as 
spatial resolution was degraded but did not completely disappear even at a very coarse level of spatial res-
olution. Temporal gating of the visual stimulus was found to decrease the McGurk effect in direct propor-
tion to the amount of stimulus removed (Munhall & Tokhura, 1998). This may be due to the loss of 
dynamic visual information. Static featural visual information does not appear to be critical to the effect, as 
a McGurk effect occurs even when the face is replaced by a point-light display that captures the facial 
dynamics (Rosenblum & Saldana, 1996). There have also been several experiments investigating how tem-
poral incongruencies between the auditory and visual information affect the resulting percept. Although 
the McGurk effect appears robust to some temporal misalignment (Massaro & Cohen, 1993; Munhall, 
Gribble, Sacco, & Ward, 1996), it is sensitive to mismatches in dynamics across the modalities (Munhall et 
a!., 1996). 
Despite all of this research, most studies of the McGurk effect have focussed on a limited number of 
phonetic contexts. Generally, the effect is studied in CV syllables in the /a/ vowel context (or the very sim-
ilar /a/ and /ad contexts). However, there are several studies that have undertaken an examination across a 
range of contexts. First, the perception of consonant-vowel (CV) stimuli with acoustic /b/ dubbed on visual 
/g/ in the /i/, /a/, and /u/ contexts was investigated by Green, Kuhl, and Meltzoff (1988) 1• The frequency of 
illusory /d/ percepts was found to be high in the /i/ context, moderate in the /a/ context, and very low in the 
/u/ context. This decrease in /d/ percepts was accompanied by an increase in /b/ percepts as vowel context 
was changed from Iii to /a/ to /u/ (Green, 1996). That is, the magnitude of the McGurk fusion effect was 
found to vary across these three phonetic contexts. 
Secondly, a series of studies (also using CV stimuli) compared the McGurk effect in the two different 
vowel contexts /a/ and /i/ (Green & Gerdeman, 1995; Green, Kuhl, Meltzoff, & Stevens, 1991; Green & 
Norrix, 1997). Unlike Green et a!. (1988), these studies did not find a difference in the magnitude of the 
McGurk fusion effect in these different vowel contexts. However, a qualitative difference in the fusion 
effect was found: acoustic /b/-visual /g/ stimuli tended to produce more /d/ than /a/ percepts in the /i/ con-
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text, and more I of than /d/ percepts in the /a/ context. It is not clear why these studies yielded different 
results than the Green et a!. (1988) study, but it is likely that the particular visual stimuli used play an 
important role in determining the exact nature of the effect (the studies of Green eta!., 1991, Green & Ger-
deman, 1995, and Green & Norrix, 1997, used the same visual stimuli). 
Thirdly, Shigeno (2000) examined the McGurk effect in Japanese across the three vowel contexts Iii, 
/a/, and /u/ using CV syllables. Shigeno examined the overall magnitude of the McGurk effect in each 
vowel context by including combination and fusion illusions together. Using this approach, Shigeno found 
a decrease in the magnitude of the McGurk effect as vowel context was changed from Iii to /a/ to /u/. In 
addition, Shigeno (2000) examined the frequency of /d/ percepts in response to acoustic fbi - visual /g/ or 
/d/ stimuli and found that this specific type of illusory percept decreased as vowel context was changed 
from /i/ to /a! to /u/. This is consistent with the findings of Green (1 988). 
One finding that is consistent across all these studies is that illusory /d/ percepts in response to acoustic 
fbi - visual /g/ or /d/ stimuli were less frequent in the /a/ context than the /if context. As suggested by 
Green ( 1996), this decrease in /d/ percepts may be due to differences in the second formant patterns of the 
consonants in the two vowel contexts. For CV syllables, the second formant patterns for /d/ and /b/ both 
rise into the vowel in the /if context. In the /a/ context, however, the second formant transition for /d/ is flat 
or falling, making it less similar to the rising transition of fbi. Green (1 996) also notes that the second for-
mant transition for I of is flat or slightly rising in the /a/ context, and in that sense, I oaf is more similar 
acoustically to /ba/ than /da/ is. Changes in acoustics across contexts thus provide one possible explana-
tion for the findings of Green and colleagues that /d/ percepts were more common in the /i/ context than the 
/a/ context. 
Finally, Jordan and Bevan (1 997) examined the McGurk effect in the /if and /a! vowel contexts (once 
again using CV stimuli). In this study, there were as many /d/ percepts reported in the /a! context as the /i/ 
context in response to acoustic /b/ - visual /g/ or /d/ stimuli. This is in contrast to the studies discussed 
above. However, such disparity could be due to differences in acoustics of the speaker, or the precise vowel 
context used. For example, although the vowels /a/ and /a/ are very similar, /a! does generally have a 
higher second formant frequency than /a/, and is more similar to Iii in that respect. Whether such differ-
ences in acoustic patterns would be large enough to account for the differences found in the frequency of 
/d/ fusion percepts is not clear. The findings in these studies raise an interesting question: do the qualitative 
characteristics of the McGurk effect across different phonetic contexts depend in predictable ways upon 
the acoustics (and, in particular the second formant transitions) associated with those contexts (and that 
speaker) ? Assuming audio-visual speech stimuli are categorized based on which phonetic unit they most 
look and sound like, as suggested by Summerfield (1 987, 1991), systematic patterns in multimodal percep-
tion across phonetic contexts should exist and should reflect the context-dependent expression (in the stim-
uli) of perceptually relevant sensory features. 
An alternate explanation for context-dependent changes in the McGurk effect is that biases present dur-
ing unimodal visual speech perception (e.g. linguistic biases) exert context-dependent influences on 
audio-visual speech perception. Massaro (1 998) emphasized the importance of testing unimodal conditions 
when performing experiments on audio-visual speech perception. He tested subjects on silent videos of 
/da/ and /gal utterances, and found that subjects were twice as likely to respond Ida! than /gal to both stim-
uli. He suggested that we may have a linguistic bias for Ida! over /gal, because /da/ appears more often in 
spoken language. This raises the possibility that McGurk "fusions" are not really fusions, but are simply 
the result of linguistic biases influencing perception. For example, an acoustic /ba!-visual /gal stimulus 
may produce a /da! percept rather than a /gal percept because linguistic biases (or other biases which are 
present in unimodal visual perception) cause the /gal face to be perceived as Ida! (see also Munhall eta!., 
1996). Different linguistic biases in different phonetic contexts might therefore produce changes in the 
McGurk effect across contexts. 
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Assuming the McGurk effect arises when normal speech perception processes are applied to unusual 
inputs, an examination of the different factors influencing McGurk percepts can reveal the factors involved 
more generally in multimodal speech perception. The roles of acoustic variability and context-dependent 
linguistic biases in the McGurk effect can be investigated by examining changes in the effect across pho-
netic contexts and comparing these with changes in unimodal speech perception across the same contexts. 
As discussed above, several studies have examined the McGurk effect in different phonetic contexts. How-
ever, most experiments which have tested the McGurk effect in different phonetic contexts have used only 
a limited range of stimuli, and few have examined context dependent changes in the perception of unimo-
dal visual stimuli. For example, all of the studies by Green and colleagues discussed above were limited to 
acoustic /b/-visual /g/ and acoustic /g/ - visual /b/ bimodal stimuli and acoustic unimodal stimuli. The 
examination of a wider range of stimuli is more likely to reveal systematic patterns of change across con-
texts. 
For this reason, a parametric study of the McGurk effect involving a complete cross of acoustic /b/, /d/, 
and /g/ stimuli with visual /b/, /d/, and /g/ stimuli in six different phonetic contexts is undertaken here. The 
six phonetic contexts investigated include three vowel contexts, Iii, Ia/, and /u/, and two different syllable 
types, consonant-vowel (CV) and vowel-consonant (VC). The three vowel contexts were chosen to allow 
comparison with the findings of previous studies by Shigeno (2000) and by Green and colleagues (Green et 
al., 1988; Green et al., 1991; Green & Gerdeman, 1995; Green & Norrix, 1997) and because they represent 
the range of English vowels well. The comparison of two different syllable types has not been made in pre-
vious studies. The majority of experiments investigating the McGurk effect have used only CV syllables 
(see, for example, Green & Miller, 1985; MacDonald & McGurk, 1978; Massaro & Cohen, 1983; Rosen-
blum, Schmuckler, & Johnson, 1997). There have been a few studies involving real-word contexts (Dekle, 
Fowler, & Funnell, 1992; Easton & Basala, 1982; Fuster-Duran, 1996) and some investigating the effect in 
VCV syllables (Munhall et al., 1996; Munhall & Tohkura, 1998; Siva, Stevens, Kuhl, & Meltzoff, 1995; 
Smeele, Hahnlen, Stevens, Kuhl, & Meltzoff, 1995), and it is clear from these studies that the McGurk 
effect is not limited to CV contexts. However, there is a dearth of information regarding the nature of the 
McGurk effect in VC contexts, and for this reason, VC as well as CV syllables were used here. 
This paper presents the findings from three experiments. In the first experiment, unimodal acoustic and 
visual syllables were tested in order to verify their perceptual clarity and to determine the presence of 
biases in unimodal perception that could affect bimodal speech perception. In the second experiment, 
bimodal stimuli were created by combining the acoustic and visual syllables tested in Experiment 1. These 
stimuli allowed an investigation of the McGurk effect across the range of phonetic contexts described 
above. In addition, formant tracks of the acoustic stimuli were obtained to investigate the role of second 
formant patterns in bimodal speech perception. Finally, to investigate the importance of the relative time-
courses of auditory and visual information in determining the order of phonemes in combination percepts, 
a third experiment was conducted. 
EXPERIMENT 1 
This experiment tested the perceptual quality of the unimodal stimuli to ensure that the auditory and 
visual stimuli were perceptually clear, and to identify any intrinsic biases in visual perception. 
METHODS 
Subjects 
Ten adult subjects were recruited by flyers placed around the Boston University campus. All subjects 
gave informed consent in accordance with a protocol reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review 
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Board at Boston University. They all had English as their first language, and normal or corrected-to-normal 
vision. None of the subjects reported any history of a speech or hearing disorder. 
Materials 
A female speaker (the experimenter) was taped uttering the nine syllables /gil, /di/, /bi/, /gal, /da/, /ba/, 
/gu/, /du/, and /bu/ several times each. Using Adobe Premiere, video clips of these utterances were cap-
tured for playing on the computer at 15 frames per second. Their resolution was 640 pixels wide by 480 
pixels high. The audio track was digitized with a 44 kHz sampling rate. One perceptually robust acoustic 
recording of each syllable was selected and saved as an audio file. One clean video recording of each sylla-
ble was also chosen, and saved without its audio track. In the same way, acoustic recordings and silent 
video clips of the corresponding nine VC syllables (fig/, /id/, /ib/, /ag/, /ad/, /ab/, lug!, /ud/, and /ub/) were 
obtained. 
Procedure 
Subjects were seated approximately 2 feet in front of a computer monitor with speakers on either side, 
and a keyboard in front of them. The experiment was response-paced, with a new video being played 
immediately following the previous response. The speaker's face in the videos was approximately 3" wide 
by 4" high. Directions were given verbally prior to initiation of the session, after which the experimenter 
left the room and the subject began the test. 
The stimuli were separated into four separate blocks: CV audio only, CV silent video, VC audio only, 
VC silent video. Each subject was given practice trials of all four types of stimuli (from the four different 
blocks) before the testing began. Four counterbalanced sequences of the four blocks were created (using a 
Latin square; see Keppel, 1991) and subjects were randomly assigned to one of these sequences. Within 
each block, the nine stimuli were each played ten times, in a random order. Directions were presented on 
the screen prior to each block. These instructions indicated what type of stimuli would be played during 
that block. Subjects were instructed to respond according to the consonant they heard during audio-only 
blocks, and according to the consonant they believed the speaker was uttering during the video only 
blocks. A prompt appeared after each video clip was played, and subjects entered their responses by typing 
in the letter (or letters) corresponding to their consonant percept, and pressing return. They were told that 
multiple letters could be entered, such as "ch" as in "chew", or "pk" if they heard (or saw) a "p" followed 
by a "k". If they did not know what consonant they perceived, subjects were instructed to enter a"?". 
RESULTS 
Auditory only tests 
All auditory stimuli were correctly identified at least 90% of the time. The errors which did occur were 
generally a confusion of manner and did not involve place of articulation, which is the primary dimension 
of interest in this study. A summary of the responses to the auditory tests is provided in Table I. Most of 
the incorrect consonant identifications were due to two subjects. The ten percent error in identification of 
the syllable /ad/ is the result of one subject who consistently perceived this syllable as /an/, although all 
other subjects perceived it consistently as /ad/. Another subject experienced confusions between voiced 
and voiceless CV syllables which resulted in over 75% of the errors in the CV syllable set. 
Visual only tests 
The totals across all subjects for consonant-vowel syllables in the /a/ vowel context are shown in Table 
II. Note that the number of "g" responses is actually greater than the number of "d" responses to the silent 
/gal video. This may seem surprising, given the findings of Massaro (1998) that /d/ percepts occur twice as 
frequently as /g/ percepts to both /gal and Ida! visual stimuli. However, it is inappropriate to compare the 
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two studies in this manner: this study used an open response paradigm while Massaro's experiment used a 
forced choice paradigm that did not allow subjects to enter unvoiced or nasal consonants. 
Table I: Results from Auditory-Only Test 
Auditory Syllable Response Percentages 
bi b 93, p 6, d I 
di d 98, t2 
gi g 96, k 3, gk I 
ba b 98, p2 
da d 100 
ga g 95, k 5 
bu b91, p4, bl 3, g I, v I 
du d 100 
gu g 100 
--
ib b 100 
id d 100 
ig g 100 
ab b 100 
ad cl 90, n 10 
ag g 100 
ub b 100 
ucl cl 100 
ug g 100 
A more appropriate comparison can be drawn by examining the perception of place of articulation in 
the two studies. In order to do this, the response data from this study are categorized by place of articula-
tion in Table III. Because the paradigm was not forced choice, there are many different types of responses, 
some of which are difficult to classify by place of articulation. In general, anything that does not have a 
labial, alveolar, or velar constriction, or that involves the formation of more than one such constriction, is 
classified as "other". The four categories used in this analysis are labial ("b", "p", "bh", and "m" 
responses), alveolar ("d", "t", "n'', "s", "1", and "dh" responses), velar ("g", "k", "ng'', and "gh" 
responses), and other (includes the responses: "ch", "r", "q", "sh", "kr", "f', "pr", "bp", "spl", "bl", "kl", 
"tl", "gk", "pi", "pb", "y", and "?"). Although the phoneme in/ is sometimes classified as an interdental 
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stop consonant (Kent & Read, 1992), it has been categorized here as an alveolar consonant following the 
classification scheme of Akmajian, Demers, Fanner, and Harnish (1990) (see also Ladefoged, 1993). In 
departure from the Akmajian et al. (1990) classification scheme, the phoneme /r/ is not treated as an alveo-
lar consonant. It has been assigned to the "other" category because there are a range of different articula-
tions corresponding to American English lr/ (Delattre & Freeman, 1968; Guenther et al., 1999; Ong & 
Stone, 1998; Westbury, Hashi, & Lindstrom, 1995). Finally, the responses "bh", "dh", and "gh" have been 
assigned to the categories labial, alveolar, and velar, respectively, because questioning of subjects after the 
experiment revealed that these responses were intended to denote breathy utterances of /b/, /d/, and /g/. 
Table II: Response Totals for the Visual Stimuli /ba/, Ida/, and /gal. 
Visual 
Stimulus Response Percentages 
ba b5l,p45, m2, pi I, y 1 
da d 38, g 22, t II, k 10, n 2, kr 1, r I, ? 15 
ga g 41, d 25, k 20, t 8, ? 2, m 2, n 1, kr 1 
From Table III, it is clear that there was no bias toward an alveolar percept influencing subjects' visual 
perception of the /gal face. In fact, when viewing the /gal face, subjects more often perceived a velar con-
sonant (reported 61% of the time) than an alveolar consonant (reported 34% of the time). Whether we 
examine the percentage of /g/ and /d/ percepts, or the percentage of velar and alveolar percepts, the results 
from this study arc in contrast with Massaro (1998), who found that subjects more often reported their per-
cept of the silent video !gal to be the alveolar consonant /dl than velar consonant /gl. These results are, 
however, consistent with the study of Shigeno (2000) in which subjects more often reported a /gal percept 
than a Ida/ percept in response to a !gal face. There are several possible explanations for the differences in 
these studies. The type of response paradigm used (i.e. forced choice or open response) may have influ-
enced subjects' place perception. Also, the speakers in the three studies may have had different speech pat-
terns. Finally, the video clips used in the experiments might introduce different phonetic biases. For 
example, the video clips used in this experiment showed the neck and throat, which could be important for 
visually inducing a /g/ percept. 
These results do not indicate the presence of a linguistic bias or any other bias influencing visual per-
ception in the /a/ vowel context. However, there does appear to be some bias in the /if and lui contexts. 
More specifically, subjects more frequently perceived a /g/ than a /d/ when viewing silent videos of the CV 
syllables /gil, /di/, /gu/, or /du/. The reverse pattern was found for VC syllables. That is, subjects more fre-
quently perceived a /d/ than a /g/ when viewing silent videos of the syllables /ig/, /id/, /ug/, and /ud/. These 
findings also hold for the more general place of articulation categories: velar percepts were more common 
for CV syllables, and alveolar percepts were more common for VC syllables. 
To investigate whether or not these effects were significant, a three factor, within-subjects AN OVA was 
performed with the factors syllable type (CV or VC), vowel context (/i/,/a/ or /ul), and consonant viewed 
(lgl or /dl). The dependent variable was the difference between the number of velar responses and the num-
ber of alveolar responses. Syllable type was highly significant in influencing velar/alveolar perception 
(F(l ,9) = 23.70, p = 0.0009), and there was a significant interaction between syllable type and vowel con-
text (F(2,18) = 5.68, p = 0.0122). This is consistent with the previous observation that the /a/ vowel con-
text does not appear to share the biases which arise in the Iii and /u/ contexts. Paired t-tests confirm that 
syllable type was a significant factor influencing alveolar-velar perception in the Iii and /u/ contexts (t( 19) 
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= -6.82, p <0: 0.0001 and t(l9) = -5.89, p <0: 0.0001, respectively) and not a significant factor in the /a/ 
context (t(l9) = -0.67, p = 0.5104). 
Table III: Perception of Place of Articulation During Video-Only Test. 
Response Percentages 
Visual Syllable Labial Alveolar Velar Other 
bi 85 I 2 12 
di 0 10 (d 4) 75 (g 55) 15 
gt 0 12 (d 6) 74 (g 40) 14 
ba 98 0 0 2 
da 0 51 (d 38) 32 (g 22) 17 
ga 2 34(d25) 61(g41) 3 
bu 95 0 0 5 
du 2 25 (d 15) 46 (g 37) 27 
gu 3 13 ( d 8) 71 (g 45) 13 
ib 99 0 0 1 
id 1 52 (d 39) 31 (g 18) 16 
ig 5 62 (d 41) 27 (g 20) 6 
ab 100 0 0 0 
ad 0 57 (d 32) 42 (g 35) 1 
.. 
-
ag 0 50 (d 30) 50(g44) 0 
ub 99 1 0 0 
ud 0 77 (d 43) 22 (g 21) I 
ug 6 58 (d 33) 34 (g 33) 2 
Using acoustic stimuli along a /gal-Ida! continuum, Hampson, Guenther, and Cohen (1998) found that 
dubbing the acoustic syllables on a video of a speaker uttering /da/ induced more /da/ percepts and fewer 
/gal percepts than the dubbing the syllables on a video of the same speaker uttering /gal. That is, for CV 
syllables in the /a! vowel context, visual influences of alveolar and velar consonants on speech perception 
were found to be different. This challenges the notion that alveolar and velar visual tokens are perceptually 
equivalent (i.e. it suggests that they are not visemes in a strict sense). The perception of unimodal visual 
stimuli reported here yields similar results in that alveolar and velar consonants were perceived differently 
(F( l ,9) = 14.94, p=0.0038). There was, however, a strong interaction between consonant viewed and vowel 
context (F(2,J 8) = J 7.68, p <0: 0.0001 ). Paired !-tests showed a significant influence of the visual conso-
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nant in the /a/ and lui vowel context (t(19) =3.60, p = 0.0019 and t(19) = 4.73, p ~ 0.0001, respectively) 
but not in the /i/ vowel context (t(l9) = -1.06, p = 0.3007). Apparently subjects were able to extract some 
information regarding whether the consonant viewed was velar or alveolar for consonants presented in the 
Ia/ and /u/ vowel contexts, but not in the Iii vowel context. It may be that the visual discriminability of /g/ 
and /d/ changes across vowel contexts, and that these consonants are less easily discriminable in the iii 
vowel context (perhaps because the high front location of the tongue for iii obscures tongue movements to 
and from this vowel). Another possibility is that the availability of visual information pertinent to alveo-
lm·-velar discrimination depends ideosyncratically on the stimuli used. For example, perhaps the /gil, /di/, 
/ig/, and /id/ videos used did not happen to capture distinct information specifying place of articulation, 
while videos of other speakers pronouncing the same syllables would provide more information about 
whether utterances were velar or alveolar. 
Finally, an interaction was found between syllable type and the visual consonant viewed (F(l ,9) = 6.83, 
p = 0.0281). This appears to be because the bias to perceive velar consonants when viewing CV syllables 
and alveolar consonants when viewing VC syllables was slightly more pronounced when viewing a /g/ 
face than a /d/ face. There was no main effect of vowel context, and no significant three-way interaction 
between vowel context, syllable type, and consonant viewed. 
One of the most noteworthy aspects of these statistical findings is that the syllable type had a stronger 
influence on alveolar-velar perception than the actual place of articulation of the consonant viewed. It 
would be of interest to see if these results replicate with different videos, or if they are ideosyncratic to the 
stimuli used here. In any case, they are pertinent to the audio-visual experiment described below, which 
uses these same visual stimuli. 
DISCUSSION 
The results from these unimodal tests establish the perceptual clarity of the acoustic stimuli used in the 
audio-visual experiment, and provide information regarding unimodal visual biases. In particular, the 
visual stimuli for the syllables /gu/, /du/, /gil, and /dil were found to more frequently induce a /g/ percept 
than a /d/ percept, and their VC counterparts (lug/, /ud/, /ig/, and /id/) were found to elicit the reverse bias. 
It is not clear whether these biases are linguistic in nature or not. They may, for example, arise from ideo-
syncracies in the video clips used. In any case, if such biases play a critical role in McGurk fusions (as pos-
ited by Massaro, 1998), then the stimuli for the /i/ and /u/ vowel contexts should elicit different McGurk 
effects in CV and VC syllables. More specifically, more /g/ percepts than /d/ percepts should arise in the /i/ 
and /u/ vowel contexts when /bV/ syllables are dubbed onto /gV/ or /dV/ syllables since the unimodal 
visual stimuli in those contexts induced more /g/ than /d/ percepts. In VC syllables in the iii and /u/ con-
texts, the reverse is predicted: more /eli fusion percepts than /g/ fusion percepts. Predictions for the /a/ 
vowel context are that subjects will be more likely to report a velar percept when viewing a velar utterance 
than when viewing an alveolar utterance, and conversely, more likely to report an alveolar percept when 
viewing an alveolar utterance than when viewing a velar utterance. The degree to which these predictions 
are satisfied in the following audio-visual experiment will be indicative of the importance of unimodal 




Fifteen adult subjects who had not participated in Experiment 1 were recruited in the New Haven area, 
both by flyers placed around the Yale University campus and by word of mouth. All subjects gave 
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informed consent in accordance with a protocol reviewed and approved by the Human Investigations Com-
mittee of the Yale University School of Medicine. They all had English as their first language, and normal 
or corrected-to-normal vision. None of the subjects reported any history of a speech or hearing disorder. 
Materials 
The audio-visual stimuli for this experiment were created by dubbing the auditory stimuli tested in 
Experiment 1 onto the silent video clips tested in Experiment 1. The video capturing introduced a delay 
between the auditory track and the video, so that the dubbed acoustic syllable could not be aligned based 
on the location of the original acoustic syllable. Therefore, the acoustic syllable was aligned with the visual 
syllable by hand. The spectral envelope was examined and aligned so that sharp increases (decreases) in 
amplitude at the start (end) of the syllables were aligned with movements into (out of) vocal tract closure 
for CV (VC) syllables. In addition, information regarding the release of the speaker's stop consonant, as 
determined visually in the video track, allowed adjustment of the location of the acoustic syllable such that 
the acoustic burst was aligned with the vocal tract release. Adjustments could be made with a 33 ms preci-
sion, corresponding to half the presentation time of each video frame. In all audio-visual clips, the vowel 
and syllable type were consistent across modalities. All nine possible permutations of audio-visual conso-
nant combinations (auditory /b/, !g!, and /d/ crossed with visual /b/, !g!, and /d/) were created for each 
vowel context and each syllable type. This resulted in a total of twenty-seven CV video clips, and 
twenty-seven VC video clips. 
Procedure 
Subjects were seated approximately 2 feet in front of a computer monitor with speakers on either side, 
and a keyboard in front of them. The experiment was response-paced, with a new video being played 
immediately following the previous response. The speaker's face in the videos was approximately 3" wide 
by 4" high. 
The CV syllables and VC syllables were played in separate blocks. The order of these blocks was ran-
domized. Within each block, the twenty-seven different video clips were played in a random order. Each 
clip appeared three times within the block. Subjects were directed to report what consonant sounds they 
heard after each clip was played, by typing in the letter, or the set of letters, which best represented their 
percept, and pressing the "enter" key. It was emphasized that subjects should watch the video clips 
throughout, but should always report what they heard. 
Analysis of Acoustic Stimuli: Formant 'fi·acking 
Formant tracks were found for each of the digitized (44 kHz) acoustic syllables. First, the data was 
pre-emphasized (first order linear filter, a! = -0.95) and windowed using a 20 ms moving Hamming win-
dow. Linear predictive coding was then performed using a model with 58 poles. This number of poles was 
chosen because it revealed the formant pattern clearly across all 18 acoustic syllables. 
RESULTS 
Illusory fusion percepts 
Acoustic /b/-visual /d/ and acoustic /b/-visual /g/ stimuli induced illusory auditory percepts of nonlabial 
consonants across the different vowel contexts. A summary of responses to the CV stimuli is provided in 
Table IV2 Results pertinent to the following discussion are highlighted in bold font. 
In Panel a of Figure 1, the percentage of the time that subjects responded /d/ to stimuli in the CV sylla-
ble set is plotted as a function of vowel context. The solid line shows the percentage of /d/ responses when 
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Table IV: Percentage responses made to the CV audio-visual stimuli. 
Numbers are rounded off to the nearest percent. For each stimulus, the most frequently perceived place of 
articulation is shown in bold font The percentage of /g/ and /d/ responses to the /g/ and /d/ faces arc also 
shown in parentheses. 
acoustic stimulus visual stimulus 
vowel consonant b d g 
b b98,bt2 d 91, g 4, d 87, g 4, b 2, 
dt 4 q 2, dt 2, ? 2 
d hd40, d 36, d89,g4, 
t 
hl8,md2, d 96, g 4 dg 4,? 2 
th 2, bg 2 
g bg42, g42, 
mg 7, b 2, g 98, d 2 g 98,? 2 
p 2, d 2,k 2 
d 40, g 40, b 11, d 31,g 56, b 4, 
b b 100 th 2,bg 2, t 2, gd 2 th 2,dg 2, dt 2, 
?2 
a 
d bd 56, d 24, d91,g7,dg2 d76,g 18, 
h 7, md 4, dt 2,? 4 
g 7, bg 2 
·-
g bg 44, g 44, g 96,bg 2, gs 2 g 98, bg 2 
mg 9, hgf2 
b b 100 d 13, g 69, b 9, d 7' g 62, b 13, 
?9 hg 2, dg 2, k 2, 
? II 
u d bd 49, d44, d 96, g 4 d 96, g 2, gd 2 
md4, b 2 
g g44, bg 36, g 100 g 98, dg 2 
mg 9, b 7, 
dg 2,? 2 
--··-·· ·---··--···- '---· 
/b/ is dubbed on a /g/ face. In agreement with the previous findings of Shigeno (2000) and Green and col-
leagues (Green eta!., 1988; Green eta!., 1991; Green & Gerdeman, 1995; Green & Non'ix, 1997), acoustic 
/b/-visual /g/ stimuli elicited a decreasing number of /d/ percepts as vowel context was changed from /if to 
/a/ to lui. Additionally, as shown by the dashed line in Panel a of Figure I, the acoustic fbi- visual /d/ stim-
uli elicited a similar response pattern. That is, the frequency of /d/ responses to acoustic /b/-visual /ell stim-
uli decreased as vowel context was shifted from /i/ to /a/ to lui. To evaluate the significance of this change 
in the frequency of /d/ perception across vowel contexts, a two factor within-subjects ANOVA was per-
formed. The factors were vowel context (Iii, /a/ or /u/) and visual consonant (/g/ or /d/) and the dependent 
variable was the number of /d/ percepts. The effect of vowel context was significant (F(2, 14) = 
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In Panel a of Figure I, the percentage of the time that subjects responded /d/ to stimuli in the CV sylla-
ble set is plotted as a function of vowel context. The solid line shows the percentage of /d/ responses when 
/b/ is dubbed on a /g/ face. In agreement with the previous findings of Shigeno (2000) and Green and col-
leagues (Green et al., 1988; Green et al., 1991; Green & Gerdeman, 1995; Green & Norrix, 1997), acoustic 
/b/-visual /g/ stimuli elicited a decreasing number of /d/ percepts as vowel context was changed from /i/ to 
Ia/ to lui. Additionally, as shown by the dashed line in Panel a of Figure I, the acoustic /b/- visual /d/ stim-
uli elicited a similar response pattern. That is, the fi·equency of /d/ responses to acoustic /b/-visual /d/ stim-
uli decreased as vowel context was shifted from /i/ to Ia/ to /u/. To evaluate the significance of this change 
in the fi·equency of /d/ perception across vowel contexts, a two factor within-subjects ANOV A was per-
formed. The factors were vowel context (/i/, /a/ or /u/) and visual consonant (/g/ or /d/) and the dependent 
variable was the number of /d/ percepts. The effect of vowel context was significant (F(2, 14) ~ 
41.97,p s 0.0001 ). The effect of the visual consonant was approaching significance as well (F(1,14) ~ 
3.8571, p~0.07), suggesting that subjects were more likely to perceive /d/ when /b/ was dubbed on a /d/ 
face than when it was dubbed on a /g/ face. However, the influence of the visual consonant was much 
smaller than the influence of vowel context as clearly illustrated in Figure I a. There was no significant 
interaction between the factors. In summary, the change in fi·equency of /d/ fusion percepts across vowel 
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lui 
Figure 1. Response patterns for the CV syllable set. These gmphs show how responses to acoustic 
/b/-visual /g/ stimuli (solid lines) and acoustic /hi-visual /d/ stimuli (dashed lines) change across vowel 
contexts. (a) Frequency of /d/ responses across vowel contexts. (b) Frequency of /b/ responses across 
vowel contexts. (c) Frequency of /g/ responses ac1·oss vowel contexts. 
However, in contrast with the findings of Green et al. (1991 ), Green and Gerdeman (1995), and Green 
and Norrix ( 1997), the decrease in /d/ percepts as vowel context was changed from /i/ to /a/ was not 
accompanied by a notable increase in /6/ percepts. In fact, "th" responses in this study never amounted to 
more than 2% of the responses in any CV context. For this reason, the frequency of 161 percepts is not plot-
ted in Figure I. The findings of this study also differ from those of Green et al. (1988) and Shigeno (2000), 
who found a large decrease in the magnitude of the McGurk effect as the vowel context was changed from 
/i/ to Ia/ to /u/. That is, their stimuli induced a steadily increasing frequency of /b/ percepts as the vowel 
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Rather than a decrease in the magnitude of the McGurk effect or an increase in the frequency of I of per-
cepts as vowel context was shifted from Iii to /a/ to /u/, the dominant trend found in this study was an 
increase in /g/ percepts. This is illustrated in Panel c of Figure 1. A two-factor, within-subject AN OVA was 
performed to evaluate the change in frequency of !gl percepts across vowel context. The factors were 
vowel context (Iii, /a/ or /u/) and visual consonant (/g/ or /d/) and the dependent variable was the number 
of /g/ percepts. Vowel context was found to be significant at the p<0.05 level (F(2,14) = 
18.082, p S: 0.0001 ). Neither the visual consonant nor the interaction was significant. Although this 
increase in /g/ percepts is different from previous findings of Green and colleagues (Green et a!., 1988; 
Green eta!., 1991; Green & Gerdeman, 1995; Green & Norrix, 1997), it is not necessarily incompatible 
with their findings from a theoretical perspective. Green (1996) suggested that the findings of Green eta!. 
(1991) and Green and Gerdeman (1995) were a result of the different second formant (F2) patterns of /d/, 
/b/ and I OJ in the different vowel contexts. He noted that F2 is rising for both /d/ and /b/ in the /if vowel 
context which may allow these consonants to be easily confused in that context. In the /a/ vowel context, 
however, the F2 transition is falling for /d/ and rising for /b/. Therefore, the acoustic stimulus /ba/ may be 
sufficiently different from Ida/ to prevent an acoustic /ba/-visual !gal stimulus from being mistaken for 
Ida/. However, the second formant pattern for I oaf is generally more similar to that of /ba/ (than the sec-
ond formant pattern of Ida! is) in that it has a flat or even somewhat rising transition. Green (1996) sug-
gested that this may have resulted in a higher frequency of I oaf than /da/ fusion percepts in the studies of 
Green eta!., (1991) and Green and Gerdeman (1995). A similar explanation, based on second formant pat-
terns, may be applied to our findings. 
The formant tracks of the acoustic CV syllables used in this study are shown in Figure 2. The top panel 
of Figure 2 shows the results of the LPC analysis. The first two formant patterns of each syllable were 
traced by hand; these tracings are displayed in tl1e lower panel. Estimates of the slopes of the second for-
mant transitions were formed by evaluating the slopes of the initial segments of these tracings. In the Iii 
vowel context, the second formant patterns for /b/ and /d/ are qualitatively similar in that they are rising 
transitions (the slopes of these F2 transitions are approximately 28 Hz/ms and 6 Hz/ms, respectively) while 
the second formant pattern for /g/ is falling (F2 slope of approximately -4 Hz/ms). Subjects who were 
exposed to an acoustic /bi/ stimulus dubbed onto a face enunciating /gi/ or /di/ may have perceived /di/ 
because it is acoustically similar to fbi! and visually similar to the syllable viewed. In contrast, in the /u/ 
vowel context, the syllable /bu/ has a flat second formant pattern (zero slope) which more closely resem-
bles the slightly falling second formant pattern of /gu/ (F2 slope = -3 Hz/ms) than the somewhat more 
steeply falling formant pattern of /du/ (F2 slope = -5 Hz/ms). This may explain why the acoustic 
/bu/-visual /gu/ or /du/ stimuli were more often perceived as /gu/ than /du/. Finally, in the /a/ vowel con-
text, the rising second formant transition of /b/ (F2 slope = 25 Hz/ms) is qualitatively different from the 
falling transitions of both /d/ and /g/ (slopes of approximately-12Hz and-10Hz, respectively), and in this 
context, illusory /g/ and /d/ percepts occurred with a similar frequency. 
Interestingly, the data of Shigeno (2000) also shows an increase in /g/ percepts in response to acoustic 
fbi - visual /g/ or /d/ stimuli as vowel context was changed from Iii to /a/ to /u/. Unfortunately, this effect 
was not evaluated for significance, and the formant patterns of the speaker in that study were not described. 
However, the qualitative similarity in the data of Shigeno (2000) is encouraging in that it suggests this pat-· 
tern of increasing /g/ percepts (in response to acoustic /b/- visual /g/ or /d/ stimuli) across the vowel con-
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texts /i/, Ia/ (or Ia!), and /u/ is not an anomaly of these stimuli, but a more general feature of those vowel 
contexts. 
a) LPC representation of the acoustic stimuli 
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Figure 2. (a) Formant tracks of the CV syllables produced by LPC analysis. Peaks in the spectrum 
appear in white and low energy areas are darker. (b) Hand-sketched estimates of the trajectories of 
the first two formants (piece-wise straight line tracings of the LPC peaks). 
Assuming that the changes in fusion percepts across vowel context can be attributed to differences in 
the second formant patterns in the different contexts, there remains the issue of why some studies (Green et 
a!., 1991; Green & Gerdeman, 1995; Green & Norrix, 1997) have found an increase in I of percepts as the 
vowel context was changed from /i/ to Ia/ (or Ia!), while other studies (including the current study and that 
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of Green et al., 1988) have not. Perhaps the magnitude of the release burst of the acoustic /ba/ stimulus 
plays a role. The acoustic stimuli in this study were chosen for their perceptual clarity, and as a result, they 
had pronounced release bursts. This may have prevented subjects from confusing the acoustic /b/ stimulus 
with the fricative I o/, regardless of how similar the second formant patterns of these consonants were. 
If changes in the McGurk fusion phenomenon across vowel contexts arise from changes in the second 
formant patterns across contexts, what sort of response patterns should occur in the VC syllable set? The 
formant patterns of the VC syllables are shown in Figure 3. These patterns are similar to the CV formant 
tracks reversed in time. As a result the response patterns to VC stimuli are expected to be similar to the cor-
responding CV stimuli. Estimates of the slopes of the second formant frequency transitions for these sylla-
bles were formed by evaluating the slope of the last segment of the tracings shown in the bottom panel 
(except in a couple cases where sharp jogs occurred in the tracings near the end of the syllable, in which 
case slopes were averaged over the last couple of line segments). 
Examination of Figure 3 reveals that the syllable lib! has a steeply falling second formant transition 
(slope c:= -43 Hz/ms) which is much more similar to the falling /id/ transition (slope c:= -27 Hz/ms) 
than the rising /ig/ transition (slope c:= 5 Hz/ms). Therefore more /id/ than /ig/ fusion percepts are pre-
dicted in response to acoustic /ib/-visual lid! or /ig/ stimuli. Second, in the /a/ context, lab/ has a flat sec-
ond formant pattern which is qualitatively different from the rising transitions of both /ad/ and /ag/ (19 
and 8 Hz/ms respectively), but which is somewhat more similar to lag/. In this case, lag/ percepts are 
expected to occur more frequently than /ad/ percepts in response to acoustic /ab/-visual lag/ or /ad/ stim-
uli. Finally, in the /u/ context, the second formant patterns for both /ubi and /ug/ are approximately flat (-3 
and -2 Hz/ms), while the second formant pattern for /ud/ rises (with a slope of 13 Hz/ms). Acoustic 
/ubi-visual /ug/ or /ud/ stimuli are thus expected to produce many more /ug/ than /ud/ percepts. In sum-
mary, it is predicted that acoustic !Vb/-visual!Vg/ or /Vd/ stimuli will produce a decreasing frequency of 
illusory /d/ percepts and an increasing frequency of illusory /g/ percepts as vowel context is changed from 
Iii to /a/ to /u/. 
The results for the VC syllable set are provided in Table V. Results pertinent to the following discus-
sion are highlighted in bold font. The frequencies of /b/, /d/, and /g/ percepts in response to acoustic 
/Vb/-visual /V g/ or IV d/ stimuli in the three different vowel contexts are plotted in Figure 4. As seen in the 
CV syllable set, the frequency of /ell fusion percepts to the VC stimuli drops dramatically as the vowel con-
text is changed from Iii to /a/ to /u/ (shown in Panel a of Figure 4). A two-factor (vowel context and visual 
stimulus), within-subject ANOVA confirmed the significance of this trend. Vowel context was found to 
have a significant effect on the number of /d/ fusion percepts in the VC data set (F(2,l4) = 40.38, 
p $0.0001 ), while neither the visual stimulus nor its interaction with vowel context were significant. 
The increase in /g/ percepts found in the CV syllable set is also reproduced in the VC syllable set (see 
Panel c of Figure 4) in that there are many more /g/ percepts in the /a/ and /u/ contexts than in the /i/ con-
text. However, the number of /g/ percepts in the /a/ context of the VC syllable set is markedly greater than 
found in the /a/ context of the CV syllable set. This may be because (for the tokens of this speaker) /g/ is 
more similar acoustically to /b/ than the competing /d/ percept in laC/ syllables (but not in /Cal syllables). 
That is, the slope of the second formant pattern for /ag/ is more similar to that of lab/ than the second for--
mant slope of /ad/ whereas the second formant pattern for /gal and Ida/ are about equally different from 
that of /bal. Despite differences in the precise pattern of /g/ perception across fusion contexts in VC as 
compared to CV syllables, the existence of a dramatic increase in /g/ perception across vowel contexts was 
reproduced. A two-factor (vowel context and visual stimulus), within-subject AN OVA confirmed the sig-
nificance of this change in frequency of /g/ fusion percepts across vowel contexts (F(2, 14) = 18.44, 
p $0.0001 ). Neither the visual stimulus nor the interaction between visual stimulus and vowel context 
was found to be significant.. 
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a) LPC representation of the acoustic stimuli 
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Figure 3. (a) Formant tracks of the VC syllables prodnced by Ll'C analysis. Peaks in the spectrum 
appear in white and low energy areas are darker. (b) Hand-sketched estimates of the trajectories of 
the first two formants (piece-wise straight line tracings of the Ll'C peaks). 
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Table V: Percentage responses made to the VC audio-visual stimuli 
Numbers arc rounded off to the nearest percent. For each stimulus, the most frequently perceived place of articulation 
is shown in bold font. The percentage of /g/ and /d/ responses to the /g/ and /d/ faces arc also shown in parentheses. 
acoustic stimulus visual stimulus 
vowel consonant b d g 
b b 91, bd 9 d 71, b 20, d 82, b 13, 
bd 4, dth 4 dth 4 
d bd 47,b 24, db d 100 d 100 
I 16, d 13 
g bg 51, g 24, 
gb 13, b 4, gd g 98, gk2 g 98, gk 2 
2, dbg 2, bk 2 
b b 96, bd 2, bp d 20, g56, b13 d 18,g 58,b 13, 
2 bg 4, dg 4, gd 2 db 2, bg 2, 
gd 4,? 2 
a d bd 42, b 31, d89,g7, 
db IJ, d 7, gb bd 2, gd 2 d 84, g 9, gd 7 
7, bg 2 
g bg 49, gb 27, 
g 16, b 7, g 100 g 100 
gd 2 
b b 100 d 4, g 53, b 31 g 51, b 29, 
v 4, bg 4, gb 2 v 7, gb 4, db 2, 
bg 2, dg 2,bp 2 
··-
Ll d bd 42, db 31, d 100 d 98, dth 2 
d27 
-
g bg 31, gb 31, g 100 g 100 
g 31, b 4, dgd 
2 
To allow comparison of contextual effects in the McGurk fusion illusion with changes in the perception 
of the unimodal visual stimuli, a three factor, within-subjects ANOVA was performed on responses to 
acoustic /b/- visual /g/ or /d/ stimuli. The factors were syllable type (CV or VC), vowel context (/i/,/a/ or 
/u/), and visual consonant (/g/ or /d/). The dependent variable used was the difference between the number 
of alveolar (including /d/ and it!) responses and the number of velar (including /g/ and /k/) responses. This 
dependent variable was selected to be consistent with the unimodal analysis, although very few velar or 
alveolar responses other than /g/ or /d/ were reported in the bimodal experiment. The only significant fac-
tor or interaction found was a main effect of vowel context (F(2,14) = 61.218, p $0.0001 ). This is in 
stark contrast to the findings from the unimodal data set in which the significant main effects were syllable 
type and consonant viewed, and in which vowel context was not found to be significant. Therefore, 
response biases in the unimodal data set cannot explain the pattern of responses in the bimodal experiment. 
In particular, the shift in illusory auditory perceptions of acoustic /b/- visual /g/ or /d/ stimuli from alveolar 
to velar percepts as vowel context was shifted from iii to /a/ to /u/ cannot be explained by biases found in 
the unimodal visual tests. 
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to velar percepts as vowel context was shifted ti-om Iii to Ia/ to /u/ cannot be explained by biases found in 
the unimodal visual tests. 
In summary, both the CV and VC syllable sets yielded similar context-dependent patterns of fusion 
effects. In the CV syllable set, a decrease in the frequency of illusory /d/ percepts in response to acoustic 
/b/-visual/g/ or /d/ stimuli was found as vowel context was shifted from /i/ to Ia/ to /u/, and a correspond-
ing increase in the frequency of illusory /g/ percepts occurred. In the VC syllable set, a similar decrease in 
the frequency of illusory /d/ percepts in response to acoustic /b/-visual/g/ or /d/ stimuli was found as vowel 
context was shifted from /i/ to /a/ to /u/. In addition, an increase in the frequency of /g/ percepts occurred 
as vowel context was changed from /i/ to Ia/ or lui. These changes could not be explained by biases found 
in the unimodal visual tests but were consistent with changes found in the second formant frequency pat-
terns of the stimuli in the different vowel contexts. There was no significant change in the magnitude of the 
McGurk effect found across vowel contexts or in response to the different visual stimuli used (i.e the /d/ 
face or the /g/ face). In general, there was no effect of visual stimulus viewed on the illusory percept pro-
duced, although an increase in /d/ percepts in response to a /d/ face (as compared to a /g/ face) was 
approaching significance in the CV data set. 
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Figure 4. Response patterns for the VC syllable set. These graphs show how responses to acoustic 
/b/-visual/g/ stimuli (solid liues) and acoustic /b/-visual/d/ stimuli (dashed lines) change across vowel 
contexts. (a) Frequency of /d/ responses across vowel contexts. (b) Frequency of /b/ responses across 
vowel contexts. (c) Frequency of /g/ responses across vowel contexts. 
Illusory combination percepts 
Illusory auditory percepts of consonant combinations were reported in response to stimuli with an 
acoustic /g/ or /d/ dubbed on a visual /b/ utterance. The combination percepts reported by subjects in 
response to acoustic /b/-visual/g/ or /d/ stimuli are italicized in Tables 4 and 5. For this discussion, per-
cepts combining the acoustically presented consonant with any labial consonant are considered combina-
tion percepts, as the visual stimuli are not expected to convey much information regarding manner of 
articulation. 
In prior studies of the McGurk effect, involving CV syllables, combination percepts almost always had 
the labial consonant leading the nonlabial (e.g. MacDonald and McGurk, !978; Massaro and Cohen, 
!993). The results for CV syllables in this experiment are consistent with previous findings. That is, many 
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'bd' rather than 'gb' or 'db' (see italicized entries in Table IV). Combination responses were also common 
for VC syllables. However, in this context, subjects reported many percepts in which the nonlabial conso-
nant led the labial. That is, many combination percepts reported in response to the VC stimuli were of the 
form 'gb' or 'db' rather than 'bg' or 'bd' (see italicized entries in Table V). 
DISCUSSION 
Illusory fusion percepts 
This experiment did not replicate the findings of Green et al. (1988) or Shigeno (2000) as the magni-
tude of the McGurk effect in the CV syllable set did not decrease substantially as vowel context was 
changed from /i/ to /a/ to /u/. Rather, a change in the type of illusory percept was found to occur across 
vowel contexts. That is, of the illusory percepts which did occur, a decreasing proportion of them were /d/ 
percepts and an increasing proportion of them were /g/ percepts as vowel context was changed from Iii to 
/a/ to /u/. A similar pattern was found in the VC data set. In both cases, the trends were consistent with 
changes found in the second formant patterns of the syllables across vowel contexts. 
Illusory combination percepts 
One possible reason why the order in which consonants are perceived in combination percepts might 
change across syllable types is that the perceived order of consonants is influenced by the timing between 
visual and auditory inputs, which changes with syllable type. When the acoustic burst is aligned with 
lip-opening, CV audio-visual clips have the lip-closing portion of the /b/ gesture before any sound is heard, 
while VC clips have the lip-opening portion of the /b/ gesture after the acoustic syllable has ended. It is 
possible that these parts of the articulation are ignored. However, the speech perception system appears to 
utilize visual information from throughout articulation rather than gaining information only from specific 
points or periods during an utterance (Munhall and Tokhura, 1998). In the case of CV syllables, some 
information regarding the visual consonant is arriving prior to any information regarding the acoustic con-
sonant since the movement of the speaker's face begins before the onset of the acoustic speech signal. For 
VC syllables, information regarding the visual consonant is still arriving after the completion of the acous-
tic syllable. The temporal relationship between the period of unimodal visual input and the occurrence of 
the acoustic syllable may therefore influence the temporal relationship between the perceptions of the 
visual and acoustic consonants. 
Massaro and Cohen (1993) performed an experiment which has bearing on this issue. They varied the 
time-alignment of auditory /da/-visual /ba/ syllables, and had viewers report their resulting auditory per-
cepts. As the auditory input was shifted earlier relative to the video, the number of /dba/ responses 
increased very slightly, but probably insignificantly, relative to the number of /bda/ responses. Even althe 
greatest auditory lead time tested (200 ms), there were still many more /bdal percepts than /dba/ percepts. 
It is difficult to draw any conclusions from this finding as the stimulus with an auditory lead time of 200 
ms could still have had visual information for the bilabial preceding the onset of the acoustic syllable (i.e. 
the lips could have begun moving towards labial closure prior to the start of the acoustic stimulus). Thus it 
is not clear from these results whether temporal relationships between the auditory and visual inputs deter-
mine the temporal relationships of consonants in the final percept, but it does appear to be a reasonable 
possibility. 
Another possible explanation why the consonants perceived in combination illusions may often occur 
in a different order in VC syllables than they do in CV syllables is related to the context dependent ability 
of labial consonants to mask the visual expression of alveolar consonants. That is, perhaps the utterance 
/bda/ is visually more similar to /ba/ than the utterance /dba/, while /adb/ is more visually similar to /ab/ 
than /abd/. This might be the case, for example, if adjacent labial consonants more easily mask alveolar 
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consonants that are embedded within the syllable (between the labial consonant and the vowel), than those 
on the edge of the syllable. 
Experiment 3 was designed to to test the hypothesis that the order of consonants in combination per-
cepts is influenced by the temporal relationship between the acoustic and visual stimuli. If this hypothesis 
is verified, it may explain the why many combination percepts in the VC data set had consonant order 
reversed as compared to the typical combination percepts occurring in CV syllables. However, if this 
hypothesis is not supported some other explanation must be considered, such as compatibility between the 
consonant combination perceived and the visual stimulus. 
EXPERIMENT 3 
The goal of this experiment was to test whether misalignment of the acoustic and visual syllables can 
alter the order of consonants in the final percept. One approach would be to use consonant-vowel stimuli 
and to shift the acoustic signal (the nonlabial consonant) earlier relative to the visual stimulus (the labial 
consonant). If this produced a change in combination illusions from the typical Iabial-preceding-nonlabial 
percepts to percepts in which the nonlabial consonant leads the labial, it would provide evidence that the 
temporal relationship between visual and acoustic information affects the order of consonants in combina-
tion percepts. As discussed above, Massaro and Cohen (1993) performed an experiment of this nature, 
except that the maximum auditory lead time tested was 200 ms. As lip closure during the production of 
syllable-initial labial consonants often exceeds 200 ms, the videos used by Massaro and Cohen (1993) may 
have all had the visual gesture leading into labial closure preceding any auditory information regarding the 
non labial consonant. A larger auditory lead time may be necessary to induce a change in the order of con-
sonants perceived. Unfortunately, although the McGurk effect is fairly robust to audio-visual asynchro-
nies, large misalignment of the auditory and visual information tends to disrupt audio-visual integration. 
For example, Munhall, Gribble, Sacco and Ward (1996) found the magnitude of the McGurk fusion effect 
diminished with increasing audio-visual misalignment. Similarly, the number of combination illusions in 
the Massaro and Cohen (1993) study decreased as the auditory lead time was increased. Therefore, it may 
not be possible to examine illusory combination percepts at the auditory lead times necessary to ensure 
auditory information in CV syllables preceded the labial closure. 
An alternate approach is to manipulate the alignment of the auditory track of VC syllables rather than 
manipulating the alignment of the auditory track of CV syllables. There are two aspects of this approach 
which make it less likely to suffer from a disrupted McGurk effect due to large audio-visual misalignment. 
First, as the number of 'bel' combination percepts is not already saturated at I 00% in the VC data set, the 
audio track can be shifted later, to see if more 'bel' percepts can be induced, as well as earlier (to see if 
more 'db' percepts can be induced). This allows us to examine variation in two directions and thereby 
increases the probability that a significant change in perception can be observed within the window in 
which integration occurs. Second, audio-visual integration is more robust to misalignment when the audi-
tory stimulus lags the visual stimulus rather than leading it (Dixon and Spitz, 1980). This phenomenon is 
apparent in the results of Massaro and Cohen (1993). The magnitude of the McGurk combination illusion 
obtained in that study was much greater when the auditory information lagged the visual information by 
200 ms than when the auditory information preceded the visual information by 200 ms. Therefore, when 
introducing auditory delays, a greater misalignment may be used without disrupting audiovisual integra-
tion than when the auditory stimulus is shifted earlier relative to the visual stimulus. 
Therefore, the approach adopted in this experiment was to manipulate the audiovisual alignment in VC 
stimuli rather than introducing auditory leads in CV stimuli. If the timing between incoming visual and 
acoustic information influences the order of consonants in combination percepts, then changes in the align-
ment of the auditory track of a VC stimulus should influence the order of consonants perceived. That is, 
auditory delays should result in significantly more combination percepts in which the labial (visual) con so-
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nant precedes the nonlabial (acoustic) consonant, and should result in less of the nonlabial-preceding-labial 
combination percepts found to occur during normal alignment in Experiment 2. 
METHODS 
Subjects 
Eight adult subjects were recruited in the New Haven area, both by flyers placed around the Yale Uni-
versity campus and by word of mouth. All subjects gave informed consent in accordance with a protocol 
reviewed and approved by the Human Investigations Committee of the Yale University School of Medi-
cine. They all had English as their first language, and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None of the 
subjects reported any history of a speech or hearing disorder. 
Stimuli 
The audio-visually congruent lab/ syllable, the audio-visually congruent /ad/ syllable, and the incon-
gruent acoustic /ad/-visual /ab/ syllable from Experiment 2 were used in Experiment 3. The inclusion of 
the two congruent syllables was expected to increase subjects' perception that the viewed stimuli were nat-
ural utterances and thus to increase their tendency to have a unified percept in response to the incongruent 
stimuli. In addition, three different misalignments of the incongruent syllable were produced in which the 
acoustic signal was shifted to lag the visual signal by 333 ms, 167 ms, and -167 ms (i.e. a lead of 167 ms). 
Procedm·e 
Subjects were seated alone in a room approximately 2 feet in front of a computer monitor with speakers 
on either side, and a mouse in front of them. The experiment was response-paced, with a new video being 
played immediately following the previous response. The speaker's face in the videos was approximately 
3" wide by 4" high. Directions were given verbally prior to initiation of the session. In particular, subjects 
were instructed to indicate their auditory percept after each video clip was played by clicking on the correct 
button. 
A six-alternative forced-choice paradigm was used. Subjects were instructed to watch the videos, but 
to select the response option closest to what they heard. The available choices were 'Vb', 'Vd', 'Vbd', 
'Vdb, 'VbVd', and 'VdVb'. Subjects were told that 'V was a placeholder for any vowel sound. The last 
two options were included to determine whether consonants in combination percepts are always inter-
leaved at a phonemic level, or whether, with sufficient acoustic delay, the entire acoustic syllable is per-
ceived as being heard after the visual syllable. In either case, the percept will be illusory as the visual 
stimulus will be affecting the auditory percept (that is, subjects will be reporting hearing both consonants, 
although only one is present acoustically). The experiment was divided into two blocks to allow subjects a 
break midway through the experiment. Within each block, the audio-visual clips were presented in a ran-
domized order such that they each appeared 5 times (for a total of 30 clips per block). 
RESULTS 
Subjects responded 'd' to the audio-visually congruent /ad/ stimulus 100% of the time, and 'b' to the 
audio-visually congruent /ab/ stimulus 98% of the time. Responses to the acoustic /ad/-visual /ab/ stim-
uli, at the four different alignments tested, are summarized in Table VI. The percentage of 'Vd' responses 
is the number of 'correct' auditory percepts (i.e. those which were not corrupted by the incongruent visual 
stimulus). A large percentage of 'Vd' responses implies a weak McGurk effect, and a small percentage of 
'Vd' responses implies a strong McGurk effect. The weakest McGurk effect occurred in the stimulus with 
the largest misalignment. There were never more than 7% Vb V d or V dVb reponses, therefore most com-
bination iJlusions were single syllable percepts. 
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Table VI: Percentage responses made to the four different audiovisual alignments of acoustic 
/ad/-visual/ab/. 
Numbers arc rounded off to the nearest percent. 
Delay of auditory stimulus (ms) 
response 
option -167 0 167 333 
Vd 8 8 8 23 
Vb 3 6 9 6 
Vdb 54 33 8 18 
Vbd 29 51 70 49 
VdVb 6 3 
VbVd 4 4 
The frequency of the single syllable combination percepts 'Vdb' and 'Vbd' are indicated by the black 
and white bars in Figure 5, respectively. The stimulus with an acoustic lead time of 167 ms resulted in 
more 'Vdb' responses than 'Vbd' responses. The audio-visually aligned stimulus produced more 'Vbd' 
than 'Vdb' responses, and the stimulus with an acoustic delay of 167 ms resulted in even more 'Vbd' and 
fewer 'Vdb' responses. However, this trend did not continue into the stimulus with the greatest acoustic 
delay, as the number of 'Vbd' percepts dropped off for the stimulus with the 333 ms acoustic delay (per-
haps due to a weakening of the McGurk effect at this large misalignment), and the number of 'Vdb' per-
cepts increased (albeit not significantly). 
To investigate whether the order of consonants in combination percepts was significantly different with 
different audio-visual alignments, a logistic regression was fit via maximum likelihood to the subjects' 
combination responses. An analysis of deviance was used to evaluate the hypothesis that the slope of the 
regression was zero (Venables and Ripley, 1997, p 227). The null hypothesis was rejected at the p <= 0.05 
level. That is, the change in the order of consonants in combination percepts was found to be significant 
for the pooled group data (F(l,246) = 26.21, p <0.0001). 
DISCUSSION 
Very few two-syllable illusory percepts (VbVd or VdVb) were reported in response to visual /ab/-
acoustic /ad/ stimuli. The order in which consonants were perceived to be heard in one-syllable combina-
tion percepts was found to depend on the temporal relationship between the acoustic and visual informa-
tion in the stimulus. It therefore appears that consonant percepts are interleaved at a phonemic (or 
subphonemic) level during combination illusions, and that their order in the final percept is determined, at 
least in part, by the relative timing of intennodal information. Alternatively, information from the two 
modalities may be integrated continuously (incorporating at this point the arrival time of the information in 
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Figure 5. Percentage of responses which were 'V db' (in black) and 'Vbd' (in white) shown for each 
of the four alignments of the acoustic /ad/-visual/ab/ stimuli. Standard error is indicated by error 
bars. 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
A review of current models of audio-visual fusion in speech perception is provided by Schwartz, Rob-
ert-Rimes, and Escudier (]998). The findings of the current paper should help constrain these theories of 
bimodal speech perception. For example, Schwartz eta!. (1998) describe the following motor recoding 
model of audio-visual fusion. A "vocal tract configuration can be derived independently for each modality: 
the resultant configurations are fused and then presented to the phonetic classifier" (pp. 92). This model 
provides a simple explanation for the well-known McGurk fusion effect in which acoustic /bat-visual !gal 
stimuli are perceived as Ida! since the alveolar constriction of ldl is midway in the vocal tract between the 
labial constriction of lbl and the velar constriction of lgl. However, the findings reported in the current 
paper are less congruent with this model. In particular, the finding that acoustic /bu/-visual /du/ stimuli 
resulted in illusory /gu/ percepts 77% of the time is difficult to explain. That is, /g/ is formed by a constric-
tion further back in the vocal tract than either /b/ or /d/, so it seems unlikely that a /g/ percept would arise 
from a fusion of the vocal tract configurations for /b/ and /d/. However, other motor-based models of bimo-
dal speech perception may be compatible with this data. For example, models that suggest that sensory 
information is fused across modalities prior to conversion into a motoric code may be able to explain these 
findings depending on the reference frame fusion is assumed to occur in. In any case, the results of these 
experiments should help constrain current theories of speech perception by elucidating the pattern of vari-
ation in audio-visual illusions across syllable type, visual image, and vowel context. In particular, two 
major context dependent effects have been reported here: changes in illusory fusion percepts across vowel 
contexts and changes in the order of consonants in illusory combination percepts with shifts in audiovisual 
alignment. 
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Illusory fusion percepts in different vowel contexts 
Examination of the formant patterns of the acoustic stimuli revealed that the systematic changes found 
in fusion percepts across vowel contexts may be explained by changes in acoustics across contexts. More 
specifically, the increase in /g/ responses relative to /d/ responses as vowel context was changed from /i/ to 
Ia/ to /u/ reflects changes in second formant patterns across these vowel contexts. For example, in terms of 
the slope of the second formant frequency patterns, /gu/ is midway between /bu/ and /du/. Therefore, /gu/ 
is more similar visually to the stimulus /du/ than /bu/ is, and /gu/ is more similar acoustically to the stimu-
lus /bu/ than /du/ is, at least in terms of the second formant patterns. That is, the percept /gu/ is a good com-
promise between what is being seen and what is being heard when an acoustic /bu/-visual /gu/ or /du/ 
stimulus is presented. This finding thus supports the view of Summerfield (1987): "The 'illusory' percept 
that is most likely to occur is the consonant that is most easily confused auditorily with the acoustical con-
sonant and which is most visually compatible with the visible consonant" (p. 26). The fuzzy logical model 
of speech perception (Massaro, 1987a,l987b) is also compatible with the findings reported here. In this 
model, fuzzy values represent the acoustic and visual similarities of prototypical syllables to the stimulus, 
and the integration of these values across modalities determines which prototype best matches the incom-
ing sensory input. The changes found in the McGurk effect across vowel contexts provide support for these 
theories of speech perception, and more specifically, highlight the role of second formant frequency pat-
terns in multi modal speech perception. Other acoustic features that are important in unimodal auditory per-
ception, such as the third formant frequency pattern, may also play an important role in multi modal speech 
perception. This could be investigated further via the use of controlled synthetic acoustic stimuli. 
An alternate explanation for context-dependent changes in the McGurk fusion effect is that the effect is 
caused by linguistic biases that change across vowel contexts (Massaro, 1998). The data from the 
visual-only test (Experiment 1) do reveal certain biases in the visual perception of these stimuli, which 
could reflect linguistic expectations; however, these biases cannot explain the response patterns seen in the 
audio-visual test. For example, silent videos of !gil and /di/ elicited /ell percepts only 5% of the time and 
alveolar percepts of any sort only 11% of the time. The responses to these unimodal visual stimuli were 
strongly biased towards velar percepts in general (75% of the responses), and /g/ percepts in particular 
(47% of all responses). In contrast, when these videos were dubbed with the sound /bi/ in Experiment 2, 
they nearly always elicited /d/ percepts (89% of the time), and rarely resulted in /g/ percepts (only 4% of 
the time). In general, the biases seen in the visual-only experiment cannot explain the frequency of differ-
ent audio-visual "fusion" percepts. 
Combination illusions and the relative timing of auditory and visual information 
Many studies report that audiovisual integration of speech information is robust to a range of misalign-
ments between the modalities. Although people can detect audiovisual asynchrony in brief nonspeech 
stimuli when the intermodal misalignments are as small as 20 ms (Hirsch and Sherrick, 1961 ), people are 
generally Jess capable of detecting audiovisual misalignments in speech stimuli (perhaps due to the greater 
complexity of the latter). For example, McGrath and Summerfield (1985) tested subjects' abilities to 
detect the alignment of buzzing noises with the opening of liplike images, and concluded that subjects 
were unlikely to detect auditory lags in speech stimuli of Jess than 40 ms. Furthermore, detection of asyn-
chrony in sentences is much greater. Dixon and Spitz (1980) reported that subjects were unable to detect 
auditory lags up to 257 ms and auditory leads of up to 131 ms in recorded sentences. 
It is possible that the degree of misalignment required for detection of audiovisual asynchrony may be 
greater than the degree of misalignment necessary to disrupt subconscious integration across modalities. 
However, evidence from a range of studies suggests that the interaction between different modalities dur-
ing bimodal speech perception is generally robust to audiovisual misalignment. For example, using pulse 
trains to capture the pattern of glottal pulses in the acoustic signal, McGrath and Summerfield (1985) 
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found that the presence of such acoustic information improved lipreading capability. This improvement in 
lipreading performance was robust to the introduction of auditory lags, showing little influence of lags up 
to 80 ms. In addition, many studies have shown that vision can influence auditory speech perception even 
when large misalignments (on the order of hundreds of milliseconds) are introduced between the modali-
ties (e.g. Munhall, Gribble, Sacco and Ward, 1996; Massaro and Cohen, 1993). 
Generally, studies of the integration of misaligned speech information across modalities have examined 
the strength of cross-modal influences (e.g. Munhall, Gribble, Sacco, and Ward, 1996; Massaro, Cohen, 
and Smeele, 1996). However, using incongruent audiovisual stimuli, it is possible to investigate the 
nature, as well as the existence, of audiovisual integration. In particular, when integration does occur, it is 
possible to examine whether the differences in time of arrival of information across modalities are used by 
the perceptual system to order the resulting percepts, and if so, at what level (e.g. syllable, phoneme, pho-
netic feature) such ordering occurs. 
The experiments presented here used incongruent multi modal stimuli to examine how visual and acous-
tic speech inputs are combined by the speech perception system. The order of consonants in illusory (sin-
gle syllable) combination percepts occurring in reponse to visual /b/ · acoustic /d/ stimuli was dependent 
on audio-visual alignment. This indicates that the perceptual system can interleave multimodal informa-
tion at a phonemic or other sub-syllabic level based on intermodal timing of the incoming sensory input. 
This may be achieved by the ordering of phonemic or subphonemic percepts after phonetic categorization 
or by the integration of auditory and visual speech information as continuous variables prior to phonetic 
categorization (e.g., Summerfield, 1992; Braida, 1991 ). 
Although phonetic context and audio-visual alignment influenced the magnitude of the combination 
illusion and the order in which the consonants were perceived, the nature of the illusion was robust. That 
is, the illusory percept always involved a combination of the two consonants presented, rather than some 
third consonant which was distinct from both the acoustic consonant and the visual consonant. When the 
modalities are reversed, however, so subjects are viewing a nonlabial consonant and listening to a labial 
consonant, a third consonant, which has been hypothesized to be a fusion of the visual and acoustic stimuli, 
is often perceived (MacDonald and McGurk, 1978). These two different effects (combination vs. fusion) 
illustrate that the modality in which phonemes are presented affects how they are integrated with other 
phonemic inputs. This is probably because the set of features defining phonemes depends upon modality, 
and these features vary in saliency. Summerfield (1987) proposed that the resolution of audio-visual con-
flicts depends on the visual confusability of the visual stimulus and the auditory confusability of the acous--
tic stimulus. This is similar to proposing that the saliency of features in the different modalities may 
determine which features arc preserved in multimodal percepts. For example, both /b/ and /g/ are more 
likely to be perceived intact when a visual /b/ is presented in synchrony with an acoustic /g/ (combination 
percepts often occur to such stimuli), than when an acoustic /b/ is dubbed on a visual /g/ (fusion percepts 
often occur to such stimuli). This is probably because the phoneme /b/ has a very visually distinct labial 
closure and the phoneme /g/ has a prominent acoustic burst. These phonetic features may be so salient and 
unique that they cannot be ignored or fused perceptually with other features. The more subtle cues which 
distinguish acoustic /b/ or visual /g/ from other consonants may be more easily ignored or blended with 
other inputs by the perceptual system, thus allowing (for example) an acoustic /b/-visual /g/ stimulus to be 
perceived as /d/. 
This hypothesis is consistent with the findings of Green and Norrix (1997). They reported that editing 
out the /g/ burst of acoustic /gV/-visual /bV/ stimuli resulted in a decrease in the number of combination 
illusions, and an increase in the number of /b/ percepts (except for the male talker in the /a! vowel context). 
Interestingly, close examination of the data of Green and Norrix (1997) also reveals that /d/ and /a/ per-
cepts arose after removal of the /g/ burst (although the increase in these responses was not tested for signif-
icance). This is consistent with the hypothesis that the distinctive burst of /g/ plays an important role in 
inducing combination percepts. Similar research may help further elucidate why some conflicting sensory 
inputs are fused at the phonemic level while others are concatenated. 
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NOTES 
I. Although the text of Green, Kuhl, and Meltzoff (1988) refers to the /a/ vowel context, there is some confusion 
regarding the precise vowel used in this study. All of the studies of Green and colleagues discussed in this intro-
duction (Green, Kuhl, & Meltzoff, 1988; Green, Kuhl, Meltzoff & Stevens, 1991, Green & Gerdeman, 1995, and 
Green & Norrix, 1997) refer to the /a/ vowel context. However, in the study of Green and Norrix (1997), it appears 
that this notation is adopted in the text for typographical reasons, as the tables arc labelled with the vowel /a/ and 
the formant patterns of the stimuli (see Table 2 of Green & Norrix, 1997) are typical of the vowel /a/. As several 
studies of Green and colleagues shared stimuli (see Green & Gerdeman, 1995 and Green & Norrix, 1997), it is 
possible that /a/ tokens used in Green and Norrix (1997) experiments were also used in the studies of Green, Kuhl, 
Mcltzoff, and Stevens (1991) and Green and Gerdeman (1995). In fact, regardless of whether the acoustic stimuli 
were shared across these different studies, it is likely that all references by Green and colleagues to the phoneme 
/a/ arc intended to denote the very similar (but typographically more troublesome) phoneme /a/ because the vowel 
/81 docs not exist in North American English, and the stimuli used by Green and colleagues were all naturally pro-
duced utterances. Therefore throughout this paper, all discussion of the papers Green, Kuhl, and Meltzoff (1988), 
Green, Kuhl, Mcltzoff and Stevens (1991 ), Green and Gerdeman (1995), and Green and Norrix (1997) will assume 
that references to the phoneme /a/ arc actually intended to denote the similar North American English phoneme 
/a/. 
2. The responses "gh", "dh", and "bh" were treated as "g", "d", and "b" responses, respectively, since they were 
reported by subjects to represent breathy examples of the stop consonants /g/, Jell, and /b/. 
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